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SSHEL
Room 101

New Books

KEY

- Computers
- Circulating Collection—Dewey Call Numbers*
- Circulating Collection—LC Call Numbers*
- Circulating Collection—S-Collection
- Circulating Collection—Curriculum Collection
- Circulation Desk
- Information Services Desk
- Journals
- Reference Materials
- Reference Circulating
- Study Areas (tables and chairs)

*Dewey Call Numbers start with a number. Library of Congress (LC) Call Numbers start with a letter. Exception: S-Collection material starts with S., SE., and SB., and Curriculum Collection materials start with a prefix such as TEXT. or CURR.
Room 123

KEY

- Dewey Call Numbers (starts with a number)
- Library of Congress Call Numbers (starts with a letter)
- Oversize Dewey and Library of Congress (starts with Q.)
- S-Collection Picture Books (starts with SE.)
- S-Collection Fiction (starts with S. followed by a letter)
- S-Collection Nonfiction (starts with S. followed by a number)
- S-Collection Biography (starts with SB.)
- Study Areas (tables and chairs)